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THE CASE 

translated by R.H. Blyth 

Whenever Hyakujo delivered a sermon, a certain old man was always 

there listening to it together with the monks; when they left the Hall, 

he left also.  One day, however, he remained behind, and Hyakujo 

said to him, “Who may you be?”  The old man replied, “Yes, I am 

not a human being.  In the far distant past, in the time of Kasho 

Buddha, I was the head monk here.  On one occasion a certain monk 

asked me whether an enlightened man could fall again under the 

chain of cause and effect, and I answered that he could not.  Thus I 

have for five hundred lives been reborn a fox.  I now beg you to 

release me from this rebirth by causing a change of mind through 

your words.”  Then he asked Hyakujo, “Can an enlightened man fall 

again under the chain of cause and effect or not?”  Hyakujo 

answered, “No one can set aside the law of cause and effect.”  The 

old man immediately became enlightened, and making his bows, he 

said, “I am now released from rebirth as a fox and my body will be 

found on the other side of this mountain.  I wish to make a request of 

you.  Please bury me as a dead monk.”  

 

 You have to really practice quite a bit in order to hope to 

understand this koan.  But when I look at all the people who are 

listening to teisho today, we have people who are in the seventh grade, 

and we have people who are in high school, and we have people who 

are in college, and we have people who have their Ph.Ds, and so I 

have to give teisho from all these different angles. 

 For people who are in the position of having a Ph.D. they are 

probably thinking, “Why is the Roshi going on about all that boring 

stuff?”  But for the children it’s probably truly interesting.  The 

things that children can understand adults cannot understand.  And 
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the things adults can understand children cannot understand.  In the 

same way things that men can understand women can’t understand.  

And things that women can understand men cannot understand.  But 

everybody forgets about that, ignores that, and just insists on asserting 

their own position.  But there’s no need to reject this fact that 

everybody asserts what they think from their own perspective.  The 

reason for that is that there is truth in what anyone says.  But the 

moment you attach to anything, anything you attach to immediately 

becomes a lie, an un-truth.   

 When you look at culture or religion you can see all of those 

things in this way. 

 This world is one singular world.  There are no other worlds.  

There are not two worlds.  So there really is no problem of falling 

into or not falling into.  But also, Hyakujo says very clearly here, 

there is a world to fall into, and there is a world of no falling into.  

But from the perspective of the old man there is no other world to fall 

into, and also there is no world in which falling into is not necessary. 

 The old man says, “There is no world to fall into,” but Hyakujo 

answers, “Yes there is !  Yes there is!”  If you really can get this 

principle for yourself then you will see that the world of falling into, 

and the world of no falling into are both true.  The world of 

enlightenment and the world non-enlightenment are both true.   

 What I’m saying is that no matter how much you get 

enlightened if you for a moment attach to that enlightenment then 

immediately you are right back where you started in the state of 

un-enlightenment. 

 This human race of ours, it seems, woke up a little bit and 

created something called the United Nations.  I remember the United 

Nations of thirty years ago, and although the idea behind it seemed a 

good one, it had no power.  But these days it seems as if it has grown 

up some, and now it has some strength.  I remember thirty years ago 

that the strong countries like Russia and the United States, and 

actually especially the United States, just used the United Nations 

freely in whatever way they wanted to.  But now the United Nations 

has some strength of its own and it no longer just does whatever 

America tells it to do.  Why do you think?  The reason I think is that 

this ideology, this philosophy that doesn’t permit strong countries to 

attach to being strong has been born.  But if America becomes the 

only rich country, and all the other countries are poor, then I guess all 

the other countries will have to listen to America.   
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If this change in philosophy really takes place then America 

cannot be negligent, or unprepared.  The reason why America seems 

so anxious all the time is because there is this other philosophy in 

contrast to the philosophy of democracy called communism.  But 

what if another kind of political philosophy or economic philosophy 

even greater than communism arises, then both Russia and the United 

States won’t be able to be at ease. 

It’s really not possible for anything to fixate anything else.  It’s 

not in reality possible for us to fixate ourselves.  If you can really 

manifest the wisdom for yourself that understands what we could call 

the philosophical position that nothing can ever be fixated, nothing 

can ever fixate anything else, then you’ll also be able to understand 

this koan. 

Yesterday I spoke about how this old man answered the one 

who questioned him and said, there is only one world, there are no 

things like separate worlds to fall into or not fall into.  But you can’t 

fixate yourself, and you also can’t fixate your home.  You must do 

the activity of resting, but when you again open up your eyes and 

wake up you will be in a new world.  And then also you will rest 

again, and the moment that you rest again that new world that you had 

been born into, which yesterday I described as the world of past, 

present, and future, that past, present, and future world will 

completely vanish, and you will be able to sleep in utter peace. 

But then when you open up your eyes again, when you wake up 

again, there you will be again in the world of past, present, and future, 

and you will inevitably be tied up by that world of past, present, and 

future, and have to do the activities that we call suffering and having 

pleasure. 

So this old man having done this repetitive activity for five 

hundred lives, and it’s not really clear how long that would be, maybe 

that means five hundred centuries, we could say if each rebirth was 

one hundred years, but anyway, he’s been doing this repetitive activity 

five hundred times, and he’s tired of it, he’s become exhausted from 

doing this repetitive activity, and so he asks Hyakujo to release him 

from this world of repetitive activity, that is what his question is 

about. 

 And so he stands in front of Hyakujo Osho, and he begs 

Hyakujo Osho to teach him some way to be able to escape from this 

world of past, present, and future.  “Roshi, is an enlightened person 

tied up by this ideology, this way of thinking of cause and effect, or 
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not?”  And Hyakujo answers, “FuMaiInGa, there is nothing at all 

unclear about the law of cause and effect.  It is absolutely obvious.  

No person, and no kind of God could ever fool, or trick this activity.”  

No kind of God, not even God, not even the devil, nothing, not even 

an ant or a mosquito, no person can ever veer off of this law of cause 

and effect.  There is no thing that can escape from past, present, and 

future.  But, on the other hand, if anything makes all of past, present, 

and future its content, then it transcends the world of past, present, 

and future.  Everybody does the activity of making past, present, and 

future their content, and in doing that resting.  As I tell you over and 

over, when past, present, and future all have been made content that is 

the manifestation of the activity of true love. 

So that is why when you are embraced by a lovable man, or 

when you are embracing a lovable woman you can have peace of 

mind and sleep well.  But the reason why you are able to sleep so 

peacefully is that nobody is getting in your way.  Neither the plus nor 

minus activities are bothering you.  If neither plus nor minus 

obstructs you then you can sleep peacefully.  But, as long as the self 

is incomplete plus and minus will exist as objects to the self.  And so 

if plus and minus look upon the self, and start bothering the self, and 

tell the self, “Hey, don’t just act self centerdly and do whatever you 

want to!”  Then there is no way that self can manifest true love.  So 

when it looks as if even this incomplete self is manifesting peace, is 

manifesting true love, that’s is because it isn’t being obstructed by the 

activities of plus and minus.  Plus and minus are not getting in the 

way of the incomplete self.  So we say very clearly that you shouldn’t 

get in the way of two lovers.  You shouldn’t stand in their way.  You 

shouldn’t obstruct the activity of true love between a gentleman and a 

lady. 

You would think mother and father wouldn’t get in the way.  

But, conversely mother and father may scold you and tell you, 

“What’s wrong with you!  You are not able to take care of yourself 

yet.  You’re not ready yet (to manifest true love).  You’re still 

incomplete.”  Then you won’t be able to live the life of true love.  

Mother and father might tell you, “You’re still in junior high school.  

You’re still in high school.  You can’t live on your own.  You will 

be squashed out there in the world.  Don’t even think about trying to 

live the life of true love.”  But conversely, if mother and father do 

recognize your ability to take care of yourself and live on your own, 

they will encourage you to quickly get married. 
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So I hope that you can understand this principle in the koan 

which says that there is absolutely nothing that can escape from the 

world of past, present, and future, but also anything that has the 

qualifications to manifest the complete self, will manifest the 

complete self and transcend past, present, and future. 

If I really explain this principle it will take a long time.  

When anything appears it appears receiving equal amounts of 

the plus and minus activities.  We can say that it receives 0.00001 of 

plus, and also, equally 0.00001 of minus.  That is the very beginning 

of the existence we call the self. 

And because the plus and minus activities have only given a 

small part of themselves in order to give birth to the child, 0.00001 of 

each of themselves, then as long as the child is incomplete mother and 

father, plus and minus will be standing in contrast to the child. 

We have these terms “self power” and “other power,” and when 

the self doesn’t yet have the ability to manifest power by itself then of 

course the activity occurs through other-power, through the power of 

plus and minus, through the power of the parents.  The child must 

depend on the parents.  The child doesn’t have this self-power.  It 

isn’t able to deliberately, will-fully live by itself.  Without depending 

on the parents it can’t even exist at all.   

We exist, therefore, through making relationship with our 

parents.  And when we are children the way we make that 

relationship is by eating our parents.  The child eats mother and eats 

father.  What have you been eating up until now in order to grow as 

you have?   

It’s when you make relationship with mother and father that 

food appears.  Where is it that you are eating mother and father?   

If you read the bible, or you read sutras they say lots of 

beautiful, wonderful things in there, but what about this basic thing?  

What have you been eating in order to get big?  Without this activity 

of making relationship there is no food. 

But then the child grows and grows, and finally reaches a 

condition in which we can say that father has the power of five, and 

mother has the power of five, and the child also has the power of five.  

Mother, father, and child have equal strength.  But, the child, we can 

say, having received five from the mother and five from the father, 

this is really plus five and minus five, and so the child is zero.   

Anyway, this is a very difficult explanation, but suffice it to say 

that the child always is receiving equal amounts from mother and 
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father, and then comes to this position where it has equal power to 

mother and father, and then it thinks to itself, “Hey, aren’t I just as 

strong as mom and dad?”  That’s when you are a teenager.  When 

teenager-hood appears there is really nothing that the parents can do 

about it.  They can’t get a handle on their child at all.  Not even the 

morality of the country you live in can control you when you are a 

teenager.  But we can’t look at teenager-hood as some bad, 

disagreeable thing.  We have to recognize how precious it is, and 

learn how to nurture and educate teenagers well.   

The father has plus five as his content, and the mother is 

existing with minus five as her content.  And because the child has 

both plus and minus, both the father’s plus and the mother’s minus as 

its content, there is no way around this child coming to feel that it is 

actually better than its parents. 

But if the child permits itself to be educated properly in this 

period of life called teenager-hood the way of thinking of the child 

will reverse, and the child will realize that up until then it had been 

being cared for by its parents, but that from then on it must care for its 

parents. 

The teaching of the enlightened ones is to say that inevitably 

the child will manifest the wisdom that knows that it must down take 

the initiative, deliberately, from its very self, go to serve, strive to care 

for its parents.  The enlightened one himself also was a teenager 

once.  He did lots of different and various things, and so that’s why 

he understood what it was all about. 

Hyakujo’s answer to the old man “FuMaiInGa” therefore means 

that this principle that the world of past, present, and future inevitably 

appears, and the moment you think it has appeared inevitably it will 

develop into the complete world where past, present, and future are all 

gone, and then the moment that complete world comes into being it 

will again give birth to the world of past, present, and future; this 

principle, nobody can trick (gomakasu, cheat, trick, deceive, tamper 

with), nobody can get around this principle, nobody can escape it.  

That’s the meaning of Hyakujo’s answer. 

And the moment he heard Hyakujo’s words the old man had a 

great enlightenment.  That means immediately he gave rise to a 

strong will to deliberately, from himself, manifest the world of past, 

present, and future, and then also, from his very self deliberately make 

those worlds of past, present, and future his content.  He gave rise to 

this great wisdom. 
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I said “great wisdom,” and this word daigo, great 

enlightenment, does have the character “great” in it, but it isn’t the 

kind of great which is in contradistinction to small.  It simply means 

true enlightenment.  Enlightenment just as it is.  There is no truth 

apart from true enlightenment.  That’s why we call true 

enlightenment “great enlightenment.”  So everybody, I hope that now 

you understand just what enlightenment is.   

Democracy, communism, they are fine, there is nothing wrong 

with them, but the moment you attach to them then you will lead 

everybody into the world of blindness.   

So, as I just said, when you really can clearly open up your 

eyes, then you yourself deliberately, will-fully will manifest the 

worlds of past, present, and future, and also manifest the condition 

where you make past, present, and future completely your content, 

over and over. 

Then it says, “And the old man made his bows,” and all of you 

make your bows too, doing this practice.  You get down on your 

knees and bow.  But the traditional kind of bowing done in Tibet and 

India is that you stretch your legs out and put your belly on the 

ground.  You completely get flat on the ground, and that’s real 

bowing.  That kind of bowing means that the great absolute space and 

this great earth have become one.  But the style of bowing in Japan 

where you just get on your knees and then stretch your body out over 

your knees is different than this traditional “gotaitochi, throwing your 

whole body on the ground” bowing of India and Tibet.  But I guess 

they are the same really.   

No matter what kind of bowing you do, when you bow and you 

do the activity of becoming one with great absolute space, the earth 

and space become one, that isn’t the same as being stone dead.  That 

is an activity still. 

When you think of the condition of unification I think you 

probably immediately imagine it to be utter silence, and utter stillness.  

Something which doesn’t move.  But it isn’t like that.  It is an 

activity.  A will-less continual activity of on the one hand complete 

unification and on the other hand facing, over and over. That is the 

what real bowing is.  That is the meaning of this traditional throwing 

your whole body flat on the ground.   

So when it says that the old man bows it means that he 

manifested this completely will-less, spontaneous activity.  So when 

the old man did his bows not even Hyakujo could see him.  So to say 
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it simply and concretely, the old man completely vanished from right 

in front of Hyakujo.   

So when you give teisho on this part you have to say that the 

old man upon hearing Hyakujo’s words had the true great 

enlightenment, and then just as if he was smoke, disappeared.  All of 

you too; you’re not the real thing unless you can become smoke.  It is 

this very activity of smoke which is spiritual activity.  If you can do 

this spiritual activity, the smoke activity, then you can freely enter 

eyes, enter ears, enter nose, enter belly-button, enter mouth.  This is 

true freedom.  You can walk freely in the world of past, present, and 

the world of future.  It’s only when you can do that spiritual activity 

that you can taste true freedom. 

So, please, everybody, really grasp for yourselves this part in 

the koan where the old man has become smoke.   

But Hyakujo heard the voice of the old man who was smoke.  

Where did he hear the old man’s voice from?  He heard the old man’s 

voice from the heavens, from the great universe itself.  The smoke 

was in the great universe, in the heavens, and it spoke.  The old man 

says, “Hey teacher!  Hey teacher!” to Hyakujo.  “Hey teacher!  Hey 

teacher!  I’ve become enlightened!  That incomplete body of the 

wild fox, that incomplete body which is not the complete, perfect 

body, which was tied up by the worlds of past, present, and future, 

I’ve completely gone beyond that!”  He said.   

Were you able to hear the old man, everyone?  It’s natural that 

you couldn’t hear the old smoke man’s voice, because you have to 

become Hyakujo in order to hear it. 

 The old man says, “I’ve already gotten the true enlightenment, 

and I will, in front of everyone, again show you all the worlds of past, 

present, and future, I will show you my body.  Just go behind Mount 

Hyakujo and you will see my dead body of the wild fox.”   

This woke even Hyakujo up. 

Hyakujo was still alive, and so the moment he might think he 

had transcended past, present, and future, at once he again was 

manifest in the worlds of past, present, and future.  Did you 

understand?  Hyakujo was completely free.   

So how did Hyakujo hear the old man’s voice?  He heard him 

say “Although I am appearing as a fox I am an enlightened person, so 

please bury me in the traditional way that you would bury a monk.”  

And the old man being satisfied that Hyakujo had really heard him, 

they both could be completely at peace, and so they both could finally 
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leave, finally separate.  It’s really something to be happy about, 

something to celebrate.  Hyakujo also was able to manifest true love 

here, and completely vanish from this world of past, present, and 

future. 

This is real Zen literature.  This chapter of the Mumonkan 

called Hyakujo’s Fox is what really is Zen literature.  I know that 

nowadays there are a lot of Zen monks going around, and people say 

that they are writing Zen literature, but I wonder what the heck it 

means.  I guess just ‘cause they are Zen monks, whatever they write 

people just think that is Zen literature.   

It’s time to stop, so tomorrow I’ll start talking about how 

Hyakujo is being manifest together with all of us in the world of past, 

present, and future, and so we all have to act together; tomorrow I’ll 

talk about that koan. 

I’ll talk about that tomorrow. 
 


